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ABSTRACT
Some simulation systems of the city planning in VR
space have been proposed. For example, there are
landscape simulation system and sunshine simulation
systems. However, the conventional simulation
system in VR space are limited in the 3DCG of
buildings modeled in advance and don't assume that
discussion of city planning with an architect in remote
locations. In order to solve these issues, we have
proposed methods that superimposition virtual models
on actual models using AR and object recognition and
using COMSAS. In this paper, we report the
development and evaluation of a prototype of this city
planning simulation system using Leap Motion in AR
space which becomes a cornerstone of the proposed
system. In this prototype system provides users
intuitive manipulation of AR buildings.
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conventional system does not assume that
discussion of city planning in remote locations.
As a solution to these issues, we use two methods.
The first method is superimposition virtual
models on actual models using Augmented Realty
(AR) and object recognition. The second method
is using a 3D video communication system in
synchronized AR space (COMSAS) [5]. In
COMSAS, multiple users at remote locations are
reconstructed both each other in the AR space.
Owing to these two methods, users can add
information of texture and shadow to actual
models. Furthermore, it is possible to share virtual
models in a remote location. To implement the
above system, in this study, we develop a city
planning simulation system using Leap Motion
[6] in AR space which becomes a cornerstone of
the proposed system.
2 PROPOSED SYSTEM
2.1 Equipments in the Proposed System

1 INTRODUCTION

2.1.1 Leap Motion

Recently, city renewal projects are carried out in
various area in Japan because of decrepit
buildings, anti-disaster and change of the
inhabitant’s needs. A city planning, such as the
city renewal project, advances through
consultations between an architect and
government officials. They develop an idea of the
city project with either making an accurate model
of the city or drawing the illustrations of it.
Moreover, recently they use a 3DCG model of the
city for landscape simulation in virtual reality
(VR) space [1][2]. In addition, research on
sunshine simulation [3] and wind simulation with
visualizing wind [4] have been proceeded.
However, the conventional city simulation
systems in VR space are limited in the 3DCG of
buildings prepared in advance. Furthermore, the

We describe about Leap Motion. Fig. 1 shows the
appearance of the Leap Motion. The Leap Motion
has optical sensors and infrared light. The sensors
are directed along the y-axis upward when the
controller is in its standard operating position and
have a field of view of about 150 degrees. The
effective range of the Leap Motion Controller
extends from approximately 25 to 600 millimeters
above the device. The Leap Motion can obtain
information of user's hands (such as threedimensional coordinates, postures, and gestures)
and track user's hands. To realize an intuitive user
interface, we use the Leap Motion Controller
extends from approximately 25 to 600 millimeters
above the device. The Leap Motion can obtain
information of user's hands (such as threedimensional coordinates, postures, and gestures)
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Fig. 1: Leap Motion
Fig. 3: The configuration of the prototype system

2.2 System Overview

Fig. 2: The structure of HMD

and track user's hands. To realize an intuitive user
interface, we use the Leap Motion.

Fig. 3 shows the configuration of the prototype
system. The prototype system uses an Oculus Rift
CV1 with Ovrvision, an AR multi-marker, an AR
marker cube and a Leap Motion[7]. While the
Leap Motion is detecting user's hands, the
prototype system displays AR hands (means
virtual objects represent user's hands). In addition,
the prototype system uses Unity [9] to implement
the physics simulation. By using collision
decision program of Unity, the user can
manipulate AR buildings (means virtual objects
of buildings) with only the AR hands.

2.1.2 HMD and Stereo Camera
2.3 Processing of the Proposed System
We describe an outline of the HMD and the stereo
camera. We use an Oculus Rift CV1 [7] that is a
headset as the HMD. The Oculus Rift CV1 has a
stereoscopic OLED display, 1080* 1200
resolution per eye, a 90 Hz refresh rate, and 110
degrees’ field of view. The Rift has full 6 degree
of freedom rotational and positional tracking.
This tracking is performed by a USB stationary
infrared sensor that is picking up light that is
emitted by IR LEDs. To convert the HMD from
VR to AR, we combine Oculus Rift CV1 and
Ovrvision Pro [8]. Fig. 2 shows the structure of
combined these devises. Ovrvision Pro is a stereo
camera that can obtain two RGB images.
Ovrvision Pro captures video at up to 60 frames
per second.

Fig. 4 shows the flow of processing in this
prototype system. The descriptions of each step
are in following sections.

Fig. 4: The flow chart of this system
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2.3.3 Displaying AR Hands
While the Leap Motion is detecting hands, the
prototype system displays AR hands based on
obtained user’s hands information. Fig. 7 shows
AR hands.
2.3.4 Manipulating AR Buildings

Fig. 5: AR multi-marker.

A collision detecting function between virtual
objects is implemented as basic function of Unity.
Based on that function, the users can touch and
manipulate virtual objects with the AR hands. In
following section, we describe 5 manipulations
implemented in the prototype system.
2.3.4.1 Generating of AR Buildings
When the user touches a virtual model to generate
building with the tip of the forefinger of the AR
hand (Fig. 8-a), a new virtual model is generated
(Fig. 8-b).

Fig. 6: The displayed AR object

2.3.1 Displaying of AR Buildings
The prototype system displays virtual models
based on the position and the inclination of AR
multi-maker. Fig. 5 shows the AR multi-marker.
The center of AR multi-marker is origin of the
virtual models, so that each virtual
model is displayed based on the center. Thereby
the user can observe the virtual models from
various angles by moving own viewing position.
In addition, AR multi-marker is robust to
occlusion. The prototype system can recognize
the AR multi-marker if only one or more markers
of it are detected. Fig. 6 shows the displayed AR
object. A shadow is drawn under the AR object
by the directional light in function of Unity.
2.3.2 Obtaining Information of Hands from
Leap Motion

Fig. 7: Displaying the AR hands

(a)Before generate
(b) After generate
Fig. 8: Generating AR building

The prototype system obtains information of
user's hands from the Leap Motion. Out of those,
positions of Fingertips, palms and pinch are
needed to display AR hands, translate AR
buildings, and change the scale AR buildings.
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(a) Before translation
(b) After translation
Fig. 9: Translating AR building

(a)

(b)

2.3.4.2 Translating of AR Buildings
The user can pick up an AR building and translate
it by pinching with thumb and forefinger of the
AR hand. When the user releases the AR building,
it falls to ground plane following the gravity. Fig.
9 shows this manipulation. T, a moving amount of
the AR object, is determined by using
𝑥′𝑎 − (𝑥𝑎 − 𝑥0 )
𝑇 = (𝑦′𝑎 − (𝑦𝑎 − 𝑦0 )),
𝑧′𝑎 − (𝑧𝑎 − 𝑧0 )

Fig. 11: Rotate AR building

2.3.4.3 Rotating of AR Buildings
When the user picks up an AR building, the user
can rotate the AR building with user' s palm of
pinching hand. Fig. 10 shows outline in
calculation of the rotation angle of the palm.
Firstly, as shown in Fig. 10-a, the proposed
system calculates the normal vector 𝑃⃗𝑛 to the
palm from the function of Leap motion when the
time is t-1. Secondly, as shown in Fig. 10-b, the
proposed system calculates the normal vector 𝑃⃗′𝑛
to the palm from the function of Leap motion
when the time is t. Finally, to calculate the
rotation angle of the hand, the proposed system
converts 3-dimensional vectors 𝑃⃗𝑛 and 𝑃⃗′𝑛 into 2dimensional vectors 𝑃 of a X-Z plane and 𝑃′
respectively and calculates the rotation angle 𝜃 of
the hand by using
𝑃 ∙ 𝑃′
.
|𝑃| ∙ |𝑃′|

Fig. 11 shows this manipulation.

Fig. 10: Calculation the angle of rotation of the palm

(1)

where (𝑥𝑎 , 𝑦𝑎 , 𝑧𝑎 ) is a picking position,
(𝑥′𝑎 , 𝑦′𝑎 , 𝑧′𝑎 ) is a position after movement and
(𝑥0 , 𝑦0 , 𝑧0 ) is a position before movement of the
AR hands.

𝜃 = sin−1

(c)

2.3.4.4 Changing Scale of AR Buildings
In a state of picking AR building, the user can
change the scale of AR building such as
expanding (Fig. 12-a, 13-a, 14-a) and shrinking
(Fig. 12-b, 13-b, 14-b) a rubber band with both
hands. The scale of AR buildings can be changed
in each xyz-axis direction.

(a) Scale up
(b) Scale down
Fig. 12: Changing scale AR building in x axis

(2)
(a) Scale up
(b) Scale down
Fig. 13: Changing scale AR building in y axis
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Conversely, when the user performs shrinking
manipulation in height direction, the added AR
building on the top is deleted.
3 EVALUATION EXPERIMENTS
3.1 Outline of the Experiment
(a) Scale up
(b) Scale down
Fig. 14: Changing scale AR building in z axis

(a) Increasing story
(b) Decreasing story
Fig. 15: Changing Story of AR Buildings

The positional relationship between both AR
hands determines which scale of axis will be
changed. The change amount of the scale of AR
buildings is determined by varying of the distance
of AR hands. When the distance of AR hands at
the picked moment is larger than the distance of
AR hands at the current moment, the AR building
is expanding. When the distance of AR hands at
the picked moment is smaller than the distance of
AR hands at the current moment, the AR building
is shrinking. S, a change amount of the scale of
AR buildings, is determined by using
|(𝑥′𝑙2 − 𝑥 ′ 𝑟1 ) − (𝑥𝑙2 − 𝑥𝑟1 )|
𝑆 = (|(𝑦′𝑙2 − 𝑦 ′ 𝑟1 ) − (𝑦𝑙2 − 𝑦𝑟1 )|) ,
|(𝑧′𝑙2 − 𝑧 ′ 𝑟1 ) − (𝑧𝑙2 − 𝑧𝑟1 )|

We had an evaluation experiment on the proto
type system. We evaluated whether the
implemented function behave correctly and this
system is intuitive or not. A user wears a HMD
with a Ovrvision on and manipulates AR hands
with his/her hands above the Leap Motion, and
then, the user performs manipulation of
translating and changing story of AR buildings.
10 subjects performed the experiment. After that,
they evaluated following items. 10 people
performed the experiment. After that, they
evaluated following items.
① Could you pick up AR buildings?
② Could you translate AR buildings?
③ Could you rotate AR buildings?
④ Could you expand AR buildings?
⑤ Could you shrink AR buildings?
⑥ Could you increase story of AR building on the
AR marker cube?
⑦ Could you decrease story of AR building on
the AR marker cube?
⑧ Did you feel this system is intuitive?
Each evaluation is 5 levels as the highest score is
5.
3.2 Results of Experiments

(3)

where (𝑥𝑟1 , 𝑦𝑟1 , 𝑧𝑟1 ) is position of right AR hand
picking a AR building,(𝑥𝑙2 , 𝑦𝑙2 , 𝑧𝑙2 ) is position of
left AR hand picking the same AR
building, (𝑥′𝑟1 , 𝑦′𝑟1 , 𝑧′𝑟1 ) and (𝑥′𝑙2 , 𝑦′𝑙2 , 𝑧′𝑙2 ) are
position of after movement of each right and left
AR hand.
2.3.4.5 Changing Story of AR Buildings
A displayed AR building on the AR marker cube
can be changed the story of it, such as in Fig. 15a and Fig. 15-b. When user performs expanding
manipulation in height direction, the same AR
building is added on the top of the AR building.

Table 1 shows the result of the evaluation
experiment. Average scores from ① to ③ are
higher than 4.0. Among all the items, items ① and
② has the highest average score and the lowest
standard deviation, conversely, the item ⑦ has
the lowest average score and the highest standard
deviation.
3.3 Discussion of Experiments
Average scores of items ⑥ and ⑦ are lower than
3.5 and the standard deviation is higher than 1.0.
Table 1. Evaluation experiments
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It is considered that the cause is unstable
displaying the AR building on the AR marker
cube in manipulation of the hanging the story. An
area of AR marker cube visible with a Ovrvision
is smaller than the area of AR multi-marker,
therefore, the AR marker cube is easy to be
invisible with the Ovrvision by hands of the
subject in manipulation of changing the story.
Accordingly, it is seeming to be difficult for the
subject to perform manipulation of changing the
story. In order to solve this problem, we will
implement a method of object recognition with
3D sensor. The average score of the item ⑧ is
higher than 4.0 and the standard deviation of that
is lower than 0.8, therefore, it can be said that
most subjects feel that the prototype system is
highly intuitive.
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In this paper, we showed the outline of the city
planning simulation system using a Leap motion,
Ovrvision and Oculus Rift CV1. Moreover, we
implemented and evaluated the intuitive
manipulations of AR buildings. As the result, we
found the prototype system is intuitive. However,
we found a problem of the changing story of AR
building displayed on AR marker cube. In the
future, we will solve this problem by
implementing shape recognition with 3D sensor.
As future work, we will try to implement shape
recognition with 3D sensor. In addition, we will
try to implement sunshine simulation and wind
simulation. Moreover, we will consult an expert
on the city planning and determine the finally
function of this system.
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